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F eaturing a 360-degree revolving 
capability and 27-metre mast 
height and reach capacity, the 

articulating rotational mast (ARM) is the 
latest product launched by STEP Energy 
Services Ltd. The company sees it as a 
revolutionary innovation for horizontal 
multi-well pad completion in the Western 
Canadian Sedimentary Basin.

“This replaces a crane for many of our 
operations, and it gives us the ability to 
access multiple wellheads on a multi-
well pad, which is the way much of the 
driving technologies are moving—to 
where they’re drilling up to 20 wells on 
one location,” says Bailey Epp, vice- 
president of engineering and technology.

“The benefit is that we spot the 
equipment once, we rig up and we can 
service all those wells without mov-
ing. So it’s about increasing the surface 
efficiencies and reducing the number 
of hours it takes on surface to move the 
equipment around.

“All of our clients are asking us to be 
able to service multiple wellheads, and 
so we’re getting a working radius where 
we are able to service up to six wellheads 

10–15 feet apart. That was sort of our 
design scope.”

STEP-ARM, introduced during a 
product launch in Calgary in May, is the 
final piece of equipment that completes 
STEP’s ultra-capacity spread, joining the 
command centre and ultra-capacity reel 
trailer, both of which have been in the 
field for over a year.

“We have just been working with 
third-party 130-tonne cranes, but 
we have not yet deployed one of our 
STEP-ARMs. We’re just in the process 
of finishing commissioning and testing 
on the first of four,” Epp says, adding the 
three-piece ultra-capacity spread is de-
signed so that any portion of the fleet is 
interchangeable so that any main tenance 
issue can ultimately be solved by bring-
ing in a new unit.

“They are all compatible, and we 
put a lot of effort into ensuring our 
hydraulic schematics are unique and 
matched between the units so that an 
injector from this unit can go work with 
another unit.”

Functionality is key to the STEP-ARM 
design, which is necessary due to the 

range of configurations and well layouts 
that necessitate flexibility in the field.

The reel trailer is designed to carry a 
maximum payload of coiled tubing on the 
road. The command centre is the heart of 
controlling all these systems—the pres-
sure control equipment and coiled tubing 
injector—and it also provides some crea-
ture comforts to workers in the field.

According to Epp, STEP worked 
with Serva Group Ltd., a Calgary-based 
equipment manufacturer, in creating the 
first-generation STEP-ARM. The manu-
facturer engaged an Italian engineering 
firm with three generations of crane 
engineering technology to fabricate the 
booms and turrets.

“What we discovered through a lot of 
the design and engineering was that a lot 
of the technology, and even some of the 
materials, were not available in North 
America. A lot of the steels that are in the 
turret and the booms are high-strength 
165-ksi [thousand pounds per square 
inch] steels, and they were not available 
in the U.S. or Canada.

“The reason we had to go to high-
strength steels is because we need to    
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control system to keep those booms 
timed and matched within 10 milli-
metres of one another at their tips while 
booming up and telescoping out.

Safety is a major benefit of moving 
away from cranes with the STEP-ARM 
because there are fewer suspended 
loads, Epp says. 

“A lot of incidents in the oilpatch are 
from moving large equipment around 
and from backing. Therefore, I believe 
we have really increased our safety. The 
control system for this unit is actually on 
a 50-foot cable, and so it benefits us that 
the guy can move this around, he can get 
a better sightline to the loads he is lifting, 
and he can move close if he wants to or 
move away.

“Once he gets this onto a wellhead, 
he just disconnects that control panel 
and takes it into the control centre, and 
so it is monitored remotely, and we 
don’t need someone sitting within 10 
metres of the wellhead to monitor a 
crane,” Epp says.
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keep the weight of the unit down for 
all the road restrictions and regulatory 
requirements for getting around in 
western Canada.”

Load King Trailers of South Dakota 
manufactured the ARM trailers, while 
Texas-based Manitex Inc. did the final 
assembly. Epp refers to the end product 
as the result of a joint venture by numer-
ous companies from around the world.

“We’re planning to deploy in the next 
six to eight weeks the third piece, but we 
need to finish testing and commissioning 
and training of our field professionals,” 
Epp says, adding his company is con-
sidering a few new features for the second 
generation of STEP-ARM, but has not yet 
made any commitments in that regard.

“We will have seven complete 
spreads like this by the end of August or 
beginning of September.”

Once the three-piece system arrives 
on location, Epp says operators will spot 
the reel trailer carrying the coiled tubing 
up to the wellhead or multiple wellheads 
before bringing in and setting up the 
STEP-ARM, which passes off the injector 
unit from the back of the reel trailer to the 
ARM. The ARM lands atop the wellhead.

“The injector head on the top is 
actually what controls the descent of the 

coiled tubing into the well and then pulls 
it out when it is time to come out of the 
well. We have about 130,000 pounds of 
pull capacity, and if we are running into 
a high-pressure well, then sometimes 
we actually have to force the tubing 
against the pressure into the well. We 
call that snubbing, where we snub up 
against sometimes 50,000 pounds of 
snubbing force.”

With over 6,000 metres of coiled tub-
ing on board, the ultra-capacity spread is 
designed for some of the deepest, most 
challenging horizontal wells under de-
velopment in western Canada—those in the 
northern Montney and Duvernay areas.

From an engineering standpoint, Epp 
says STEP-ARM contains a few interest-
ing features to make operations easier, 
including an auto-levelling system on 
the injector.

“So as I boom up, the crown auto-
matically tilts to keep the injector vertical 
all the time. When we move between 
wells, we have a lot of rotate features on 
the injector features. Therefore, if I am 
turning to the right, then the injector 
rotates to the left, and the pipe continu-
ously stays pointing at the reel.”

The equipment’s unique dual-boom 
design had to have a specially designed 
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